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Tuesday, February 18, 2014 425amorphology deficiencies are hallmark of neurodevelopemental and neurode-
generative disorders such as Autism, Fragile X - syndrome and Down’s syn-
drome. A better understanding of spine morphogenesis can provide clues to
the development of novel clinical therapies. Dendritic filopodia are the imme-
diate precursors to spines during development. Therefore as a first step in our
study, we analyzed filopodial motility in hippocampal neurons. The effect of
a variety of experimental cytoskeletal drug treatments could be predicted
with a simple 1D mechano-chemical model of filopodial dynamics. We then
focused on three central aspects of spine morphogenesis: metamorphosis of fi-
lopodia into spines, diversity of spine shapes and their stability. To gain insight
into the regulation of spine shape, we developed a 2D mechano-chemical
model of spinogenesis where the actin network was modeled as a viscoelastic
fluid within moving boundaries. The 2D model was then used to identify pa-
rameters and filopodia motility profiles that steer spinogenesis towards stable
shapes. (supported by NIH grant P41 GM103313).
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Generation of mechanical force is essential for the function of tissue cells,
for example during migration, wound healing or rigidity sensing. The trac-
tion field of adherent cells can be measured on soft elastic substrates using
traction force microscopy (TFM). However, mathematical reconstruction of
traction fields effectively requires inversion of the long-ranged elastic equa-
tions and therefore is an ill-posed inverse problem. Moreover measurement
of the traction pattern alone does not tell us how force is distributed inside
the cell. To improve the robustness, resolution and scope of conventional
TFM, we have developed a new procedure called model-based TFM
(MBTFM). We estimate the distribution of intracellular tension from elastic
substrate data by minimizing the difference between the experimentally
measured displacement field and the predictions of a detailed theoretical
model based on active cable networks. Previously this type of model has
been successfully used to predict cell shapes on micropatterned substrates.
For MBTFM, we consider not only active network contraction, but also
contributions of various types of contractile bundles modeled as contractile
one-dimensional line element embedded into the network. Subsequent com-
puter simulations of network contraction and parameter optimization allow
us to estimate the most likely distribution of tension over various contractile
structures and adhesion sites.
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Collagen gels are frequently used to study cell migration in a three-
dimensional environment. Mechanical properties of collagen gels are gov-
erned by non-affine deformation of the collagen fibrils, such as buckling and
tautening, resulting at the macroscopic scale in strain stiffening under shear
and a strong lateral contraction under stretch. It is currently unknown how
these macroscopic properties play out at the scale of a migrating cell, and
how this depends on the cell geometry. To explore this question, we develop
a non-linear elastic material model for collagen gels based on observations
from confocal microscopy that fibrils can evade mechanical stress using their
internal degrees of freedom. This non-affine behavior results in a non-linear
force length relationship of fibril segments and leads to a macroscopic strain
stiffening and lateral contraction. In particular, we show that tautening of fi-
brils results in a strong material stiffening against expanding forces, e.g.
from a migrating cell with a diameter larger than the network pore diameter.
By this mechanism, even a soft collagen gel can sterically constrain a
migrating cell. Using our material model, we compute cell traction forces,
induced stresses as well as material stiffening, from collagen fiber displace-
ments during the migration of MDA-MB 231 breast carcinoma cells through
dilute (0.6 mg/ml, Young’s modulus 85 Pa) and dense (2.4 mg/ml, Young’s
modulus 1100 Pa) collagen gels. We find that cells exert highly localized
forces onto the matrix, leading to a localized ~2-fold material stiffening. How-
ever, the average traction force magnitude increases with collagen concentra-
tion by ~3-fold, from 40nN in dilute gels to 120nN in dense gels. This
observation may help explain why cells can migrate more efficiently in stiffer
gels, despite their narrower pore diameter.2151-Plat
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Endothelial cells line the blood vessels of the circulatory system and adhere
tightly to their neighbors to prevent leakage, thus causing the cells to move
within the endothelial monolayer i a highly collectively fashion. In healthy
blood vessels with a laminar blood flow, the endothelial cell division rate is
low, only sufficient to replace apoptotic cells. The division rate significantly in-
creases during embryonic development and under halted or turbulent flow.
Using PIV analysis we investigated the long-range dynamics induced by cell
division in an endothelial monolayer under non-flow conditions, thus
mimicking the conditions during vessel formation or around blood clots. A
cell division locally injects energy into the system and strongly influences
monolayer dynamics. We show that cell divisions induce long-range, well-or-
dered vortex patterns extending several cell diameters away from the division
site. This is rather surprising considering the system’s low Reynolds number.
Our experimental results are reproduced by a hydrodynamic continuum model
simulating division as a local pressure increase in a non-nematic, meso-scale
turbulent state. The long-
range physical communi-
cation may be crucial for
embryonic development and
for healing endothelial tissue
around blood clots.Platform: Intrinsically Disordered Proteins
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The discovery of Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDP) has challenged the
structure-function paradigm and forced us to find new ways for identifying
functional mechanisms of proteins. Studies show that IDPs can function
while being partly disordered or may fold once they bind to their receptors.
Disease-associated Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) are common in
the disordered regions of proteins, but not much is known about their effect
on the protein structure. Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF) belongs
to the family of neurotrophins, and facilitates neurogenesis in its short
(mature) form but apoptosis in its long (pro) form. A common (found in
4% of the United States population) SNP that results in the Val66Met muta-
tion in the disordered N terminus domain of the long form of BDNF
(proBDNF) has been associated with various neuropsychiatric disorders
such as bipolar disorder and Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. In order
to explore the effect of this SNP on protein structure and dynamics, we
conducted Molecular dynamics simulations to identify the effect of the
above SNP on likely conformations of proBDNF. Although IDPs have
been identified to change their conformations rapidly, many also exhibit
some residual secondary structure, which might be biased towards the bound
conformation. To construct the ensemble of proBDNF in both forms, large-
scale fully atomistic replica exchange calculations of both the Val and Met
forms of proBDNF were carried out. We find significant differences in the
secondary structure available to Val and Met forms of the protein in the
region surrounding the SNP, with results that agree with recent NMR studies.
This suggests a position specific residue-type dependence of the residual
secondary structure of proBDNF, which might account for functional
compromise.
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The conformational properties of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are
governed by their amino acid sequences. An overwhelming majority of disor-
dered regions are often found in cis with ordered domains as terminal tails or
inter-domain linkers. The motivating question is if the rules governing
sequence-ensemble relationships that have been inferred for IDPs as autono-
mous units apply for describing the conformational properties of disordered
